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1. INTRODUCTION 
A field K is called Hilbertian if, roughly speaking, for any f(t, y) E k[t, y] 
irreducible in K[t, y], where t = (tl ,..., t+.) and y = (yI ,..., ys) are 
finite families of indeterminates, there exists 7 E kT such that f(~, y) is 
irreducible in k[y]. Hilbert [2] showed that the rational number field Q has 
this property and deduced that the symmetric and alternating groups can be 
obtained as Galois groups of polynomials over any field with this property. 
An analogous property for differential fields is defined in Section 2, and in 
Section 3 we show that all differential fields of characteristic 0 of the form 
E(iS ,..., 5,>, where 5, ,..., 5, are algebraically independent over the field E, 
m is the number of derivation operators, and the operators are independent on 
E(5, ,..., &), have this property. We also remark that finite algebraic exten- 
sions of differential fields with this property also have this property. In 
particular, the differential fields E(x), where E is any field of characteristic 0, 
x = (x, )...) 2,) is algebraically independent over E, and the derivations are 
the partial derivatives with respect to the various xi , have this property. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND REDUCTION STEPS 
The reader is assumed familiar with the work of Kolchin [3, 41, whose 
terminology and notation are standard. % is a field of characteristic 0, with a 
family A = (6, ,..., S,), 111 > 0, of commuting derivations of @ into itself 
such that % is a universal A-field. For notational purposes, A is sometimes 
regarded as having been transposed into a one-column matrix. The field of 
constants of % is X. 9 is a A-subfield of Q over which Q is A-universal. 
T = (Tl ,..., T+) and Y = (YI ,..., Y,) are families of A-indeterminates. 
Let f( T, Y) E F( T>(Y) be irreducible in S(T)(Y). The basic A-HiZbert 
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subset of SC determined by f is the set of all T E sr for which f (7, Y) is defined 
and irreducible in .F{ Y}. A A-Hilbert subset of St’ is a set 0 n B, n **- n B, , 
where 0 is a nonempty A-open subset of W, k 3 1, and each Bi is a basic 
A-Hilbert subset of 9’ determined by an irreducible element of s(T)(Y) 
for some s. If, for all positive T, all the A-Hilbert subsets of P are nonempty, 
then F is called A-Hilbertian. 
A necessary condition for 9 to be A-Hilbertian is that A be independent 
on 9, for if there is a nonzero g(T) E F(T) which vanishes everywhere on 
zP, then there exists such g(T) which is not a square in s{Z’>, and so 
f (T, Y) = Yr2 - g(T) is irreducible in F( T){Y}, but f determines an empty 
basic A-Hilbert subset of Fr. In particular, no subfield of X is A-Hilbertian. 
By imitating the argument in Lang [5, Chapter VIII], with obvious 
modifications for A-fields and A-polynomials, it is easy to reduce the problem 
of showing that a A-field is A-Hilbertian to the case in which the determining 
A-polynomials are of the form 
By observing that irreducibility of A-polynomials is independent of the 
A-relations among the derivatives of each A-indeterminate Yi , we further 
reduce to the case in which f E F{T1}[Y1 ,..., Y8], possibly with increased s. 
Finally we reduce to the case in which f E ~{Z’J[Yr] via the Kronecker 
specialization, again by modifying Lang. Moreover, each f may be assumed 
to be of degree greater than one in Y, since, for 
f (7, Y,) is irreducible in s[Y,] provided P(T) # 0. Henceforth, T = TI and 
Y = Y, . 
If t E % is A-transcendental over 9 and if y E 4 is algebraic over S(t), 
then V(F, t, y) denotes the set of all T E 9 such that the A-specialization 
t + 7 over F cannot be extended to a homomorphism of F{t)[y] into 9. 
Guided by Lang [S, Chapter VIII, Section 11, we obtain the following 
sufficient condition for a A-field to be A-Hilbertian. 
LEMMA 1. Let 9 be a A-field, and let t E 42 be A-transcendental over 9. 
If, for every jinite family y1 ,..., ye of elements of 4 akebraic of degree greater 
than one over F<t> and for every nonempty A-open subset 0 of a, 
0 n W-C t, n) n - n V(F, 4 ye> f 0 , 
then 9 is A-Hilbertian. 
Proof. Let G(T) E @2{ T} be nonzero, and let fj( T, Y) E F{T}[Y] be 
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irreducible in .9{T}[Y] with the degree d(i) of fi in Y greater than one 
(1 < i < k). Then for each i, fi(t, Y) is irreducible in P(t)[Y], and 
with q(T) E~{T}, ai # 0, and yij algebraic of degree greater than one 
over 9(t) (1 <j < d(i)). M oreover, for every nonempty proper subset J 
of the set of integers from I to d(i) there is an elementary symmetric function 
qJ in indeterminates indexed by J such that u~,~((Y~~)+,) is algebraic of 
degree greater than one over 3(t), for otherwise 
f&, Y) = a,(t) ; (Y - Yd g (Y - Yd 
would be reducible in #(t)[Y]. For any 7 ~9 with a,(~) # 0, the 
d-specialization t + 7 over 9 extends to a homomorphism 
~wh ,vYi,dd - @ 
for which, say, yii t+ vij E %!, and then 
f&Y y> = 44 n: (Y - %i)* 
It follows that if, for all J, qJ((q&) 6 3, then fi(7, Y) is irreducible in 
9[Y]. Thus, letting 0 be the set of all 7 E % such that G(T) fit U<(T) f 0, 






and hence G(r) # 0 andfa(r, Y) . IS irreducible in 9[ Y] (I < i < k). By our 
previous reductions, 9 is thus A-Hilbertian. 
3. THE PRINCIPAL RESULT 
For the remainder of this paper, E is a subfield (but not necessarily a 
d-subfield) of F, and 5 = (h ,..., &J ~9~ is a family of elements of 9, 
algebraically independent over E, such that 9 = E(t). 
THEOREM. If A is independent on 9 = E(t), then F is A-Hilbertian. 
The proof of this theorem depends on Lemma 2, which is stated here 
following the introduction of some notation and proved in Section 4. 
If V = ( V(i))isl and W = ( W(i))isl f or some finite indexing set I, then we 
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use the usual vector definitions of V f W, and of nV for any integer n, and 
we set 
VW = c V(i) W(i), 
isl 
VW zz n y(;)ww, 
iEI 
and 
V! = J-J V(i)!, 
ial 
whenever the se expressions make sense. For any T E N, the set of nonnegative 
integers, we let 
For any q E N such that p > I, we let N(q, t) be the complement of N(r) 
in N(q). We let Si (1 < i < m) and R, (n E N”) be indeterminate constants. 
LEMMA 2. Let A< be inzzrtibble. Let t E G be A-transcendental over E(E) 
and let y E 9 be algebraic of degree greater than one over E([)(t). Then there 
exist Y E N and a nomero @(S, R) E E[(S&<,,, , (R,JncN(J with the following 
property: for every (h, q, u, (p,JnGNth)) such that h EN, h > r, q s N, q > 2h, 
u E (E n s?)~, pn E E n 2” (n E: N(h)) and @(u, (pn)nsN(T)) # 0, there exists 
a nonzero g(R) E E[(Rn)PaslY(P,hjJ such that, for all pn E E n X (n E N(q, h)) 
with g((pn)n.N(q.d f: 0, the elmat 
T = nG;,, PnG - 4 
is in V(E(iT), t, y). 
Proof of the theorem. Lets be the rank of the matrix At. Permute 5, ,..., 5, , 
if necessary, so that the submatrix (8i~j)lGi+1~j~8 has rank S. If s < m, then 
some of the A-polynomials 
are nonzero, but they all vanish at every & . If they all vanished at every 
element of E, then they would all vanish at every element of 9 = E(tr ,..., &J, 
contrary to our hypothesis that A is independent on 9. Therefore, there 
exists OL E E at which at least one of these A-polynomials fails to vanish. 
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Replacing 5,+1 by (,+I + (Y, we see that our new E = ([r ,..., &J is again 
algebraically independent over E and that F = E(t), but that now the rank 
of the matrix 06 is at least s + 1. Thus, by induction, we may suppose that 
s = m, so that Of is invertible. 
Let t E % be A-transcendental over 9, let y1 ,...,ye E % each be algebraic 
of degree greater than one over s(t), and let G(T) E %{T} such that G # 0. 
By Lemma 2 with y = yj , there exist rj E N and a nonzero 
@~i(~9 4 EEL& mL)n&j~l 
with the property stated in Lemma 2 (1 < j ,< e). Let h be the largest of the 
rj and let 
q = max(2h + 1, total order of G). 
E n X is infinite, sincep = 0, so there exists u E (E n &Jrn such that 
Let 
If 
A * = (Si*)~<rgm = (A &‘A, 
so that A*( = I,, then the polynomials 
&*P ... (hn*P ( C R&t - 4”) ((4 E WI)) (1) 
neN(d 
are algebraically independent over 4?!, since the determinant of their coefficient 
matrix, as linear functions in the indeterminate constants R, , is nnehrtQ) n!. 
Thus the polynomials 
6: ... C (BE;tqj Rn(f - 4%) ((4 E WI)), 
which generate the same field extension of 4 as the polynomials (l), are also 
algebraically independent over 4. Moreover, G is nonzero ad has total order 
at most q, and thus H(R) # 0. Let 
Since C # 0, there exist pn E E n Y (n E N(h)) such that 
Ch)ne~~) 9 Wnm~.d z 0. 
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Then Qj(a, (P&~(~~)) # 0, so there exists 
g,(R) E wL)*~Nd 
having the property stated in Lemma 2 withy = yi (1 f j < e). Let 
Then D # 0, so there exist ps E E n %? (n E N(p, h)) such that D((p,)) # 0. 
Let 
Then 
7 E n J’(W), t, yj) by Lemma 2, and G(T) = H(P) # 0. 
Thus, by Lemma 1, 9 = E(t) is d-Hilbertian. This completes the proof of 
the theorem, except for the proof of Lemma 2. 
We remark that it is easy to show, in a manner similar to that outlined in 
Lang [5, Chapter VIII, Section 3~1, that a finite algebraic extension of a 
d-Hilbertian d-field is d-Hilbertian. 
4. PROOF OF LEMMA 2 
In this section, for any given h EN, we let 
Zj, (j E N”, k E NNfh’) 
be d-indeterminates. As in Section 3, we let 
A* = (h*),<i<m = (4wt 
so that d*e =I,. We let X = (X1 ,..., X,) be a family of indeterminates for 
which d *X = 1, . For Y = (or ,..., v,) E N”, we set 
e,* = (s,*yl ... @im*p. 
For any given q E N such that q > 2h, and any K = (KY) E NNch), we set 
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Then we set 
where (j, k) runs through N” x NN’*). For p E N”, we let A,(.& R) E Z[Z, R] 
be such that 
P(Z, R, X) = 2 A,X+. 
I” 
Finally, for p E N”, A E NN’*,*), we let &(Z, R) E Z[Z, (Rn)noN(h)] be such 
that 
A,@‘, R) = c &(Z, R) n R>- A neN1a.h) 
Before proving Lemma 2, two further lemmas are required. In Lemmas 3 
and 4, we sometimes regard N(h) as a vector (Y)y6N(h); we regard N(q, h) 
similarly. Thus, for k E NNfh), we see that M(h) E N”, and for A E NN(~sA), 
we see that /w(q, h) E N”, according to the conventions stated at the beginning 
of Section 3. These are technical, combinatorial lemmas with condensed 
proofs. Detailed expansion of the formulas in this section for the specific case 
in which m = I, a = 1, h = I and 4 = 3 and, in the proof of Lemma 4, 
for the case in which j = 1, k,, = 0 and k, = 1 is suggested. 
LEMMA 3. Let a EN, h EN and q E N such that q > 2h. Let L be the set 
of all h E NN(~gh) such that 
and let K be a nonempty subset of the set of all k E NNch) such that 
c k, = a. 
vPN(h) 
For h EL and k E K, let Dhk be the (integer) coe#cient of 
RAX”N’%h’-kN’h’ 
(1) 
in Pk(R, X). Then the rank of the matrix (( D ,,k 11 AEL.kEK is the cardinal&y of K. 
Proof. Suppose the lemma is false; then there exist rk E Q (k E K), not 
all zero, such that 
ks ‘-k&t = 0 (A EL). 
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Let 
F(Y) = c rkXkNth’ 
ksK 
J-IA, (4 *y)kv- 
Then F(Y) is nonzero and has order at most h in Y. Since Dlk is evidently 
also the (integer) coefficient of (1) in 
it follows that 
F ( c R,X”) = c YkXkNCh’ n (8,* c R,X”)k” 
nsN(s,A) kEK veN(h) n 
= C (ykXkN(“) ,$;. D,,R~X”N’q.h)-“N(A)) 
koK 
= c (RAxAN’gsA’ 1 Y&,) = 0. 
AEL ksK 
However, the square matrix 
1) n! xyn - v)! (1, 
indexed by v E N(h) and 12 E N(2h + 1) such that n, > h, with coefficient 0 
where (n - Y)! is undefined, is nonsingular, since its determinant is readily 
seen to be a product of nonzero Wronskian determinants. Thus the poly- 
nomials 
8” Y R,X” = 2 (n! X’+“/(n - v)!) R, (v E *w, 
12 
where the latter sum is over all n E N(q, h) such that (n - v)! is defined, are 
algebraically independent over @[Xl. Th is contradicts the vanishing of 
F(CnEN(g,h~ R,X”) and completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let h E N and q E N such that q > 2h. Let pn E E (n E N(h)) 
and let [jk E E (j E N”, k E NNtA)), such that cjk # 0 for infinitely many indices 
( j, 12). Then for infinitely many t.~ E N”, 
~,((&kh (/&EN(A) 3 (Rn)nolv(g.d f 0. 
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Proof. We shall show that, for each (j, k) such that [ik # 0, either 
I$,(& p) # 0 for some (p, A) such that 
c An = 2 4 (2) 
noN(f4,h) vEN(h) 
and 
p - AN(p, h) = j - kN(h), 
or &,,, # 0 for some (j’; k’) such that 
ii’ < ji (1 < 2. < 4, 
f #j, 
and 
7.i’ + v~~h)kv’ d Cji + C kv - 
E vsN(h) 
From this it follows that there exists a finitely-many-to-one mapping 






such that if cjk # 0, then Bcp(j,k)(tr p) # 0. Thus B,,n(&‘, p) # 0 for infinitely 
many (p, A), and the lemma holds. So let us assume that ljk # 0. The 
equations 
B,,(Z, f) = 0, 
indexed by (p, A) satisfying the conditions (2) and (3), are Q-linear homoge- 
neous equations in certain E-linear combinations of the Z’s, one of which is 
of the form 
YZj, -/- C ej~,~Zj~,, , 
j’k’ 
where the sum is over all (j’, k’) satisfying the conditions (4)-(7), Y is some 
positive integer, and e,‘,’ E E. From Lemma 3 it follows by inspection that 
this system of equations has no nontrivial solutions, and thus either 
I&([, p) # 0 for some (p, A) satisfying (2) and (3) or &lL, # 0 for some ( j’, K’) 
satisfying (4)-(7). 
We are now prepared to complete the proof of the theorem by proving 
Lemma 2, which was stated near the beginning of Section 3. 
Proof of Lemma 2. We may assume that y is integral over E[Q{t>, since ary 
is integral for some 01 EE[f]{t} and W(5), 6 (r3) C W(t), t, y). Let 
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f(K T, Y) E WW’HYl b e such thatf(6, t, Y) is the minimal polynomial of 
y over E[fl{t}. We may assume that f$E[X, Y], since the lemma is trivial 
for y algebraic over E(E). Let Y be the order off in T. Let 
fo(& R, Y) E WQsism > Wncm 9 Yl 
be such that 
fo(X V,*T), Y> = f(X T, V. 
Regardingf, as a polynomial in Y with coefficients in E[S, R], let 
W% R) E -Wi)~si<m 9 Wneiml 
be the discriminant ofjo, and let 
@(S, R) = D(S, (n! R,)). 
Since p = 0, fa(E, (e,*t), Y) =f(.$, t, Y) has no multiple roots, and so 
@#O. For any HEN, HEN such that h>r and q>2h, and for any 
a E (E n x)” and any p,, E E n ,% (n E N(q)) such that @(CT, (p,JneN(,.)) # 0, 
suppose that 
so that the d-specialization t --t T over E(t), which is also ad *-specialization 
over E(t), extends to a homomorphism of E([){t}[y] onto E(e) such that, 
say, Y - 7 f E(5). Then 7 E EM, since 7 is integral over E[fj; say, 7 = H(C) 
for some H(X) E E[X]. By computing en*7, we see that there are specializa- 
tions 
(5, (k&*%eN(d 9 Y) -+ (5, Pn*4 4 -+ (5 w Pnh 4Jh (8) 
the former over E(t), the latter over E. Moreover, 
but 
f&7 (n! P,>, WJ)) = 0, 
since 
If we set 
D(u, (n! Pn)) = @(u, ~Pnbw) f 0. 
f&5 R, Y) =fo(S + 0, (R,z + 121 P,J, Y + fW), 
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then fr(O, 0,O) = 0 but (afi/aY)(O, 0, 0) # 0. Thus there is a formal power 
series 
such that u,(O, 0) = 0 and fr(S, R, u,(S, R)) = 0 (Bourbaki [l, Chapter 4, 
Section 5, No. 91). Let 
u = H(a) + u& - U) p,*t - n! pn)) 
= c 5ik(S - 4 & c%*t - n! f?JkY 
ik 
where (j, k) runs through N” x NNch), each cik E E, and &,a = H(a). Then 
f(& t, 4 = .I&& (bz*t)? 4 
=fl(4 - 0, @L*t - A P,), u - W)) 
= fit5 - u, (e,*t - d fnh ~~(6 - u, (e,*t - d fn))) 
= 0, 
and infinitely many & are nonzero since II is conjugate to y over E(t)(t) 
and thus algebraic of degree greater than one over E(f)(t). The formulae 
~(5 - u, (e,*t - d pn)) w F(f - u, (e,*7 - d p,)) ++ qo, 0) 
define homomorphisms 
E[[6 - 0, (en*t - +Jll + E[Lt - u]] -+ E 
and (8) define homomorphisms 
JW, (e,*t), Y] - JWI - E 
under which II E E[[f - U, (en*t - n! p,J]] and y E E[[, (O,*t), y] have the 
same image [,,s = H(u) in E, and this image is a simple zero offO(u, (n! pm), Y), 
since 
Thus the image of u in E[[[ - u]] and the image ofy in E[.$j are zeroes of the 
same irreducible factor off,(f, (Bn*r), Y) in E(f)[Y]. Since the image of y in 
E[fl is r] = H(t), this factor is actually Y - H(f) and these images are equal. 
That is, 
H(I) = rl = c cik(f - 4j n (e++ - d f,)kfi = ~(5, f, 5 - 4 
jk nsN(h) 
Since 
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and q is fixed, there is a bound b on the total degree of H, independent of p. 
By Lemma 4 there exists p E N” such that xi pi > b and A,([, p, R) # 0, 
and we let 
g(R) = 4&L P, RI. 
Then for all pn E E n S? (n E N(q, h)) such that 
it follows that the total degree of H(X) = P(i& p, X - u) is at least xi p”i and 
hence greater than b. This contradiction shows that our supposition was 
incorrect and so, for such (P&~(~,~) , 
7 = n,(*) Pn(f - 4” E lr(-w)~ CY) 
and Lemma 2 is proved. 
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